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Lessons 10–11
Changes in Energy  
Indicators

Prepare
In Lessons 6–9, students began to explore energy transfer and learned that energy can be transferred 
between objects and by electric currents. In Lessons 10 and 11, students visit six Energy Transformation 
Stations. After they visit each station, students develop a model to show how energy transforms. 
They identify patterns and relationships in their observations to understand that energy transferred 
by light, sound, and heat may transform to produce new energy phenomena. With this new knowledge, 
students refine the anchor chart and anchor model to answer questions from the driving question 
board and select new questions to investigate.

Student Learning

Knowledge Statement
Energy transforms by changing from one form to another.

Concept 3: Energy  
Transformation
Focus Question

How does energy transform?

Phenomenon Question

What do we observe when energy 
transforms?
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Objectives
 ▪ Lesson 10: Observe transformation of energy to produce motion, light, sound, and 

temperature change.

 ▪ Lesson 11: Explain that energy may transform to produce new phenomena, such as motion, light, 
sound, and temperature change.

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills Addressed

4.2B Collect and record data by observing and measuring, using the metric system, and using 
descriptive words and numerals such as labeled drawings, writing, and concept maps. 
(Addressed)

4.2D Analyze data and interpret patterns to construct reasonable explanations from data 
that can be observed and measured. (Addressed)

4.2F Communicate valid oral and written results supported by data. (Addressed)

4.4 Collect, record, and analyze information using tools, including calculators, microscopes, 
cameras, computers, hand lenses, metric rulers, Celsius thermometers, mirrors, spring 
scales, balances, graduated cylinders, beakers, hot plates, meter sticks, magnets, 
collecting nets, and notebooks; timing devices; and materials to support observation 
of habitats of organisms such as terrariums and aquariums. (Addressed)

4.6A Differentiate among forms of energy, including mechanical, sound, electrical, light, and 
thermal. (Addressed)

English Language Proficiency Standards Addressed
3F Ask and give information ranging from using a very limited bank of high-frequency, 

high-need, concrete vocabulary, including key words and expressions needed for basic 
communication in academic and social contexts, to using abstract and content-based 
vocabulary during extended speaking assignments.

4D Use prereading supports such as graphic organizers, illustrations, and pretaught 
topic-related vocabulary and other prereading activities to enhance comprehension 
of written text.
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Materials

Lesson 10 Lesson 11

Student Science Logbook (Lesson 10 Activity Guide) ● ●

Teacher Energy Transformation Station Setup Instructions (Lesson 10 Resource A) ● ●

Energy Transformation Station Procedure Sheets (Lesson 10 Resource B) ● ●

Stations 1a and 1b (2 per class): Snap Circuits® Green kit (solar cell, horn, black jumper wire, red jumper wire), radiometer, 
black construction paper (if using sunlight as light source) OR flashlight

● ●

Stations 2a and 2b (2 per class): high-quality balloon (1 per student), 9-ounce clear plastic cup, piece of plastic wrap 
(large enough to fit over cup), rubber band, 1 tbsp of dry rice, speaker and audio source (if available)

● ●

Stations 3a and 3b (2 per class): 5 cups of ice, 5 9-ounce clear plastic cups, large bowl, 2 heat lamps, 2 small binder 
clips, 2 mercury-free classroom thermometers

● ●

Extension Resources (optional, Lesson 10 Resources C through F) ● ●

Anchor chart, anchor model, driving question board ●

Preparation Set up Energy Transformation Stations. ● ●

Cut out and display Energy Transformation Station Procedure Sheets at each station. ● ●

Teacher Note
Flashlights are listed in the materials table for both light stations (Stations 1a and 1b). However,  
investigations at these stations can also use sunlight as the light source (either outside or near  
a sunny window) and a black piece of construction paper to block the sunlight from the devices.  
Keep in mind that activities involving sunlight have many uncontrollable variables.
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Lesson 10
Objective: Observe transformation of energy to produce motion, light, sound, and 
temperature change.

Launch  5 minutes

Remind students of the Phenomenon Question they developed at the end of the previous lesson: What 
do we observe when energy transforms? Review by discussing the following question:

 ►What indicators of the presence of energy have we observed?

▪ We have seen light from the LED, heat lamp, and flashlight.

▪ The pull back cars and the windmill moved.

▪ The heat lamp and rubbing our hands together caused a temperature change.

▪ The radio and the collisions from the pull back cars and ball bearing made sound.

Explain that students will explore the Phenomenon Question by visiting six Energy Transformation 
Stations in small groups. The stations will be organized by type of energy transfer: light, sound, and 
heat. Two of each station should be set up.

Agenda
Launch (5 minutes)

Learn (35 minutes)

▪ Observe and Model Energy
Transformations (35 minutes)

Land (5 minutes)

Content Area Connection: English
Use the words transfer  and transform  
to study the Latin prefix trans -, which 
often means “across” or “change.” 
Studying morphology supports giving 
students clues to understand the 
meaning of words. Break down transform 
into trans-  and -form , and discuss how 
transform  means to change forms. 
Consider exploring related words,  
such as transferrable , transformation ,  
transport , transcontinental , translate ,  
transparent , and translucent . 

Teacher Note
In Lessons 10 and 11, students build a foundation to understand how energy changes forms. Help 
students understand how energy transfers to other objects by giving examples, such as energy 
transfer from electrical wires to a speaker. Transfer of energy will be further developed in later grades.
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Teacher Note
Students have studied the transfer of energy between objects (collisions) and from place to place 
by electric currents in previous lessons. While these stations focus on three other types of energy 
transfer (light, sound, and heat), avoid naming the stations until after debriefing in Lesson 11.

Learn  35 minutes

Observe and Model Energy Transformations  35 minutes

Review class expectations for working in small groups, and then divide the class into groups. 
Before students begin working at the stations in their groups, ask the class to observe Station 3a (Ice 
Melt). Students record initial observations of the ice in each cup in their Science Logbooks 
(Lesson 10 Activity Guide) to compare with their observations later in the lesson.

Safety Note
Several stations in this lesson pose potential hazards. To minimize the risk, review these safety 
measures and look for evidence that students are following them (4.1A):
▪ Reiterate the safety measures discussed for the Heat Lamp Station in Lesson 4.
▪ If using a flashlight in Stations 1a and 1b, do not look directly into the flashlight when it is turned on.
▪ If using Extension Station 3c, only adults should use the box cutter (or scissors) at the Solar Oven

Station. Keep the box cutter in a secure location when not in use.

Student groups work at each set of stations for 10 minutes, following the directions on the provided 
Procedure Sheet. Circulate to support teamwork and encourage students to record detailed 
observations in their Science Logbooks. After students finish working at their first station, they switch 
to the second station. For example, students who finish Station 1a move to Station 1b, and students 
who finish Station 1b move to Station 1a. 

After students finish both stations, give them time to draw a model in their Science Logbooks that explains 
how energy transforms at one of the two stations. Students should use their knowledge of energy and how 
it is transferred as well as their new observations at the stations to draw the model.

Next, students rotate to the second set of stations. More details about each station are shown on the 
following pages. Students complete the third set of stations the next time class meets. 

Differentiation
Consider the following factors when 
grouping students: English proficiency, 
individual learning supports, team 
dynamics, and student interest 
in science.

Teacher Note
Sample student group flow:
1. Two groups work at Stations 1a and

1b and then switch.
2. Groups develop a model and then

move together to Stations 2a and 2b.
3. The two groups work at

Stations 2a and 2b and then
switch.

4. Groups develop a model and then
move together to Stations 3a and 3b.

5. The two groups work at
Stations 3a and 3b and then
switch.

6. Groups develop a model.

Extension
Lesson 10 Resources C through F  
include directions and an activity 
guide for additional, optional Energy 
Transformation Stations. If time allows, 
use these stations as an extension 
or to support students who still struggle 
to understand energy transformations.
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Station 1a: Solar Cell 
The Solar Cell Procedure Sheet directs students to add and remove a light source near the solar cell. 
Students record observations about how the horn’s output varies when they add and 
remove light. 

Sample student observations: 

 ▪ We hear a sound when we shine light on the solar cell. 

 ▪ After we remove the light from the solar cell, the sound stops. 

Station 1b: Radiometer
The Radiometer Procedure Sheet directs students to add and remove a light source near the 
radiometer. Students record observations about how the movement of the radiometer changes  
as they add or remove light or move the light source to shine on the white or black sides of the 
radiometer fins.

Sample student observations: 

 ▪ The radiometer fins don’t move unless light shines on the black side. 

 ▪ When light shines on the white side, nothing happens. 

 ▪ When we remove the light source from the black side, the radiometer stops moving 
after a while. 

Sample light model:  

Teacher Note
As students experiment with the solar 
cell, encourage them to try pointing 
it at different angles relative to the light 
source. They will notice the horn’s output 
is greatest when the solar cell is pointed 
directly at the light. Make connections 
to solar energy that students learned 
about in the Earth Features module. 
Point out how this relationship affects 
the placement of solar panels on the roof 
of a home or other structure. Encourage 
students to think about which area of the 
roof at home or at school receives the 
most direct sunlight.

Differentiation
For students with hearing impairments, 
use the red LED instead of the horn 
to make this investigation accessible.

Teacher Note
For time considerations, the activity 
guide asks students to draw a model 
to represent what happens at one  
station. Note that the provided sample 
model combines both stations for 
reference.

If time allows, consider having students 
draw a model to represent what happens 
at both stations to help them make 
additional connections between the two 
stations.

When light shines on the solar cell, we hear
a sound. When it shines on the black fins of
the radiometer, we see motion.

Motion

Radiometer

Solar cell

Sound

Light
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Sample model explanations: 

 ▪ When light shines on the solar cell, the horn makes a sound. Energy must have transferred 
through the air, from the horn to our ear. Energy transforms because the indicator of energy 
changed from light to sound. 

 ▪ When light shines on the black fins of the radiometer, the fins move (they rotate). Light made 
the radiometer move, so energy transformed from light to motion. 

Station 2a: Balloon 
The Balloon Procedure Sheet directs students to blow up a balloon and let the air out. Students 
record observations about how the sound varies when they release or close the end of the balloon. 
At this station, students may begin to draw conclusions that air must collide with an object 
to produce a sound.

Sample student observations: 

 ▪ The balloon only makes a sound after we blow it up and let the air out. 

 ▪ There is no sound if air isn’t moving through the opening of the balloon. 

Station 2b: Sound Cup 
The Sound Cup Procedure Sheet directs students to create a “sound cup” by covering the opening of the 
cup with plastic wrap and securing it with a rubber band. Students then place a few grains of rice on the 
plastic wrap. Students place the sound cup near a speaker and observe the movement of the rice as they 
change the volume. If no speaker is available, students may talk or make noises next to the cup and 
observe the rice’s movement as they change the volume of their voices. 

Sample student observations: 

 ▪ The rice moves more as the volume of the sound increases. 

 ▪ At low volumes, the rice doesn’t seem to move at all. 

 ▪ When we talk, we should be close to the sound cup or the rice doesn’t move as much. 

 ▪ If we are close to the sound cup when we talk to it, the rice moves more. 

Teacher Note
Teachers can source latex-free balloons 
to accommodate latex allergies.

Differentiation
Allow students with visual or hearing 
impairments to touch the cups and feel 
the vibration.
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Sample sound model: 

When the air leaves
the balloon, it causes
the open end to move
and make a sound.

When we make a loud noise,
the rice moves. The louder the
noise, the more the rice moves.

Rice
moving

Sound

Air

Sound from speaker

Sample model explanations: 

 ▪ Sound is produced as air moves out of the balloon. Energy transfers through the air to bring 
sound from the balloon to my ear. This means that energy transforms as the air is released. 
A balloon with more air makes a louder sound when the air is released. 

 ▪ When the speaker is turned on (or when we talk close to the cup), the rice moves. When we turn 
up the volume (or when we talk louder), the rice moves more. This means that sound transforms 
into motion. 

Station 3a: Ice Melt
The Ice Melt Procedure Sheet directs students to compare their observations of ice cubes in different 
ambient temperatures with their initial observations at the start of the class. 

Sample student observations: 

 ▪ The ice under the heat lamp melts faster than the ice in the cup on the table or in the cup 
in the bowl. 

 ▪ The ice in the cup in the bowl doesn’t melt nearly as fast as the ice in the other two cups. 

Station 3b: Air Temperature
The Air Temperature Procedure Sheet directs students to record the temperature of the air in one cup 
placed under a heat lamp and in another cup placed away from the heat lamp.

Differentiation
Students with visual impairments can 
touch the containers to feel which has 
more ice or water. Consider also providing 
thermometers that talk or have large-
number digital displays.
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Sample student observations: 

 ▪ The air in the cup under the heat lamp has a higher temperature than the air in the cup away 
from the heat lamp. 

Sample heat model: 

Heat lamp

Light

Ice

Warm

Higher
temperature

Melted
ice/water

Ice and
some water

Bowl
of iceThe thermometer near the heat lamp 

shows a higher temperature than the one 
away from the lamp. All of the ice near 
the lamp got warmer and melted.

Sample model explanation: 

 ▪ Objects under a heat lamp get warmer. The light makes the temperature of the air and 
the ice increase. It was enough to make some of the ice melt. Energy from the light causes 
a temperature change. 
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Check for Understanding
After completing each type of Energy Station, students record a model to represent the energy 
transformations they observe. Ensure that students identify and use language to describe energy 
transformations.

Evidence

Look for evidence that students
 ▪ identify changes in the phenomena observed, and
 ▪ use language to describe the changes or energy transformations.

Note that some students may include electrical energy or electric current in some of their models, 
indicating a deeper understanding of the energy transformations they observe at the station.

Next Steps

Consider which students may need additional guidance in the next lesson. These students may benefit 
from more direct teacher support as they observe, model, and construct explanations of energy 
transformations.

Land  5 minutes 

Tell students they will complete the final two Energy Transformation Stations in the next lesson.

Students Think–Pair–Share to discuss what they have learned so far about the Phenomenon Question 
What do we observe when energy transforms? Students write one statement from their discussions 
on a sticky note or index card to hand in. 

Sample student responses: 

 ▪ Somehow energy can produce light and motion. When light shined from the flashlight, the 
radiometer moved. 

 ▪ Motion can transform into sound. When air moves out of the balloon, it makes a sound. In our 
collision investigation, we saw motion transform into sound, too. 

Teacher Note
As students begin to use the term energy 
transformation  in addition to energy 
transfer , consider using a comparison 
chart to help students understand the 
difference between the two terms.
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Check for Understanding
As students reflect on what they have learned so far about the Phenomenon Question What 
do we observe when energy transforms? they should have a developing understanding of energy 
transformation. Energy transformation is a new concept for students. They will continue investigating 
energy transformation in Lesson 11 and learn that energy can transfer from place to place by light, 
sound, and heat.

Evidence

As groups share, listen and look for evidence that students
 ▪ use the word transform  while discussing the stations, and
 ▪ describe the energy indicators they observed.

Next Steps

Take note of students who may need support in Lesson 11, as they explore the remaining Energy 
Transformation Stations.




